


The brand GEN-Y was established in 2017 
by Lorenzo Lorenzi, CEO of Lorenzi Company
Italian leader in microfibers leather and tech-textiles.

Lorenzi’s high-quality materials, commonly used by 
premium brands of leather goods, sport/safety footwear 
and technical clothing are reinterpreted by Gen-y turning 
them into smart bags, rucksacks and clothes with an 
innovative key.
 
Inspired by Lorenzi’s knowhow and environmental respect 
GEN-Y is projected to the next generations needs, always 
sharing the mission: 
“Long lasting products, long lasting future”.

The creative team is focused on the product functionality and 
releases new designs without following the fashion cycle. 

BRAND IDENTITY



GEN-Y is a combination of design and high-quality 
materials. It’s creativity and technology, craftsmanship 
and innovation, aesthetic research and performance put 
together thanks to Italian know-how.

Bags, backpacks and accessories created to follow us in 
every moment of the day: from work to free time, from 
passions that characterize us as individuals indoors
to those that complete us outdoors.

The collection is made of a-gender products that evolve 
with each of us, that adapt to our needs and follows us in 
all of our activities: sports, cocktails downtown with 
friends, job meetings or pleasure trips.

With its design inspired by urban geometries GEN-Y’s 
collection is created with extremely sought-after 
materials which are also eco-friendly. 

DESIGN

Lyliane microfibers, widely used in luxury bags as inner 
reinforcement to improve the properties of leather, now 
constitute the main body. 
Coatings such anti-scratch and soft-touch TPU and 
silicon are used in outer parts to increase the product 
durability. Smart magnetic buckles give a pleasant and 
quick use to all the functionalities.  

A collection that breathes the vibrant notes of the city 
transforming them into a minimal-tech design: black 
reflective tapes, modular pockets, magnetic buckles 
and strap closures.
Using only black is a choice to keep the focus on the 
properties of the materials, the textures, on the shape 
and function of the accessories.

Colors are distractions to the main aim: performance 
and modularity.

URBAN ENERGY   /    MODULAR SPIRIT   /    FUNCTIONAL CREATIVITY
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MATERIALS



MUST HAVE

MOBUCORE CODE DARE



The artistic direction of the 
different profiles is the 
philosophy and aesthetics of 
Gen-Y with a palette of dark 
and desaturated colors.
The style is urban and 
industrial, photography is 
treated in detail and is not a 
commercial enterprise, they 
are mainly composed of few 
but clear elements.

SOCIAL MEDIA



FEMALE

MALE

AGE: 25-45 YEARS

FOCUS TARGET

FEMALE

MALE

FOCUS TARGET



THE COMMUNITY

Italy

South Korea

China

Greece

Spain

England

Germany

France

Iceland

Finland

Australia 

USA

Japan

Portugal

Taiwan



ITALY

Le Passage, Turin

Nekromanciè, Venice

Shiro Kuroi, Venice

Josè abbigliamento, 

VeniceTom The Stylish Box, 

Slash, Venice

Slash, Treviso

Colognese, Treviso

Colladon, Vicenza

SPAIN

Sune, Barcelona

Blue Marlin, Ibiza

GREECE

Motorbike, Athens

Lapin House, Athens

SOUTH KOREA

Hyundai Department Store, Seoul 

Louis Club, Seoul

Campana Abbigliamento, VicenzaTindaci, Padua

Stilemisto, Trieste

Barrow Biba’s, Bologna

Closer, Modena

Agrodolce, Rimini

Introspectum, Arezzo

Marty, Prato

Gibot, Rome

RETAIL
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FEMALE

MALE

AGE: 25-45 YEARS

FOCUS TARGET

SALES
sales@generation-y.it

CONTACTS
SHOWROOM
Padua - Italy 
+ 39 049 6226565

INFO & SOCIAL
info@generation-y.it
instagram.com/gen_y_official
facebook.com/genYgoods


